
 
 

Communication and Language 
The children will be improving their communication 
and listening skills by: 

 Listening to stories and joining in with 
repeated refrains   

 Children who are just learning to speak 
English will be working in small groups to 
begin to form simple sentences in English  

 Children with good spoken English will be 
building up vocabulary related to activities 
they take part in at nursery 

Personal, Social and Emotional  
Development 

This half term the children will: 

 Begin to become more independent within the 
nursery environment by beginning to self select 
resources  

 Through circle time activities become more 
aware that their actions can hurt others 
feelings 

 Be encouraged to adapt to changes in routine 
as we start to do more activities in other 
spaces such as the school hall Mathematics 

 The children will be working hard to consolidate 
their recognition of numerals  

 The children will be doing lots of counting.  
They will be using their fingers to learn when 
they count they must count each object but 
only once! 

Literacy 
 The children will work on understanding 

how books work, where to begin, where 
the writing is, when to turn the pages 

 The children will be hearing lots of stories 
with repeated refrains which they will be 
learning and joining in with 

 The children will be encouraged to talk 
about the pictures they draw 

Physical 
 The children will continue to work on getting 

their pencil grip right and improving their 
control when making marks 

 The children will be using gross motor 
movements to create large drawings and 
paintings 

 The children will be working in personal 
hygiene, understanding the importance of 
hand washing and becoming more 
independent 

Understanding the world 
Using our topic of Growing as a starting point we will look 
at the growth of different living things: 
  

 We will begin by planting lots of seeds as we learn 
about the growth of plants  

  We will look at the growth of humans by looking 
back at when the children were babies! 

How to help your child’s 
learning 

There are lots of ways to help your 
child at home and all of them are 
again based around talk.  Remember 
this talk does not have to be in 
English, talk in your home language is 
just as valuable. 

 To support our topic of Growth 
get out old photos of your 
child as a baby and talk about 
the differences in what they 
can do now compared to what 
they could do as a baby. 

 Remember to spend time 
each evening sharing the 
books your child brings home. 
Books are changed daily so 
please remember to bring in 
your child’s book bag every 
day. 
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Expressive arts and design 
 As part of our Growing topic we will be listening to 

classical music related to mini beast, such as 
flight of the bumble bee and moving to the music.  

 As the children’s pencil grip improves they will be 
learning to create more recognisable drawings 
and paintings.  
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